Analysis of the optical center position of an optical system of a camera lens.
A theory of an optical center of a camera lens is described. The concept of an optical center (a camera center) is used widely in various methods dedicated to the calibration of optical imaging and measuring systems in photogrammetry, computer vision, triangulation sensors, fringe projection techniques, surveying, and machine vision, where the so-called pinhole camera model is used as the camera's basic model. It is shown that the optical center of the optical system with a fixed position does not exist generally, even for an ideal optical system. The optical center can be defined unambiguously for an ideal lens only for one specific object distance in general. Moreover, equations are derived for the calculation of initial design parameters of the three-element optical system composed of thin lens elements having the identical position of object and image principal planes. Such optical systems will have a fixed-position optical center, which does not depend on the object distance. The analysis was presented on several examples of the calculation of parameters of these optical systems.